For about ten years in 1960’s and 1970’s—cast iron Utexiqual Products were manufactured, machined, hand painted and assembled at our facilities.

Orders were sent from Utexiqual’s offices in New Jersey to us for shipment to their customers.
Authentic Utexiquaual

CAST IRON

Replicas of Classical Toy Fire and Police Equipment

Overland Circus Series Transfer, Beer Wagon Hansom and Surrey

Originals in Limited Editions Mechanical Penny Banks

★ For The Collector
★ For The Decorator
★ For The Hobbyist
★ For One Who Remembers
Hook and Ladder
Circa 1895
Length: 32 inches
Model UP517
Colors: Red, White, Gold & Black

Steam Pumper
Circa 1893
Length: 21 inches
Model UP 518
Colors: Red, White, Gold & Black

Hose Cart
Circa 1890
Length: 21 inches
Model UP519
Colors: Red, White, Gold & Black

The high detail and superb finish of UTEXIQUAL'S fire and police equipment and mechanical banks are achieved by using the same techniques of seventy-five years ago.
Fire Patrol Wagon
Circa 1888
Length: 21 inches
Model UP620

Colors: Red, White,
Green, Gold & Black

Fire Chief's Buggy
Circa 1890
Length: 19 inches
Model UP621

Colors: Red, White,
Blue, Gold & Black

Police Patrol Wagon
Circa 1888
Length: 21 inches
Model UP601

Colors: Red, White,
Blue, Silver & Black

Each UTEXQUAL item is made of cast iron, hand crafted through expert workmanship. Each unit is carefully painted in highgloss, lead free enamel to give long life to the finished product.
THE BIRDIE PUTT MECHANICAL BANK

size: 9" long
painted: 6 colors

AN ORIGINAL MECHANICAL BANK IN CAST IRON BY UTEXIQUAL. Push the plunger — a short backswing — the club comes forward — the penny is struck and starts rolling across the green! Meanwhile, the gaily painted caddy has removed the flag for the penny to drop in! All Utexiqual Mechanical Banks are SERIALLY NUMBERED WITH OPTION RIGHTS TO FUTURE ISSUES.

THE CAT BOAT MECHANICAL BANK

size: 10" long
painted: 6 colors

THE SECOND IN UTEXIQUAL’S NEW CAST IRON SERIES. As you press plunger, your CAT BOAT Skipper throws the tiller to leeward — the boom swings catching the crew by surprise! This startled individual, holding the penny, is knocked into the cockpit and loses the penny into the bilge! SERIALLY NUMBERED WITH OPTION RIGHTS TO FUTURE ISSUES.
“STRIKE” MECHANICAL BANK

Size: 12” long
painted: 7 colors

THE THIRD IN UTEXI-
QUAL’S CAST IRON
SERIES. Place coin under
wire on bowler’s right arm.
Pull back arm to bowler’s
shoulder height where arm
will lock in firing position.
Push forward, smartly, the
ball in ball return rack thus
releasing coin and pins will
fly upwards allowing coin to
disappear. SERIALLY NUM-
BERED WITH OPTION
RIGHTS TO FUTURE
ISSUES.

FISHERMAN’S LUCK
MECHANICAL BANK

Size: 12” long
painted: 8 colors

THE FOURTH IN UTEXI-
QUAL’S CAST IRON
SERIES. “SKILL IS RE-
QUIRED!” Set the hook, not
too hard — not too easy, or
you’ll lose the fish. Place coin
“just right” on pad at water’s
dergine and with proper pressure
on the lever, the “fish” will
be caught every time. SERI-
ALLY NUMBERED WITH
OPTION RIGHTS TO FUTURE
ISSUES.
STAGECOACH

Size: 27" long
Painted: 7 colors

New, an original designed for Utexqual by Frank Culp. Six horses pulling a brightly painted coach as in the days of the old overland route to Dodge City or Sacramento. The perfect companion piece for the Utexqual Beer Wagon in the decor of your office, den or playroom.

UTEXQUAL'S FIRST TRAIN

Size: 43" long
Painted: 4 colors

The old Pennsylvania Railroad comes right into your home! Complete with three Washington passenger cars painted in red, white and blue, Utexqual's first train will require lots of space. A perfect reminder of the great railroading days of the 90's when the Iron Horse was King!
THE SURREY WITH
FRINGE ON TOP

hand painted: 8 colors
length: 17" long

Utexiqual’s SURREY with
enlarged dapple grey horses,
brightly colored figures and
stately driver! Like the
song the handsome piece
brings back the nostalgia of
by-gone years. Suitable for
mantle, bookcase or the room
in which you relax.

***
UTEXIQUAL’S BEER WAGON
IT’S HUGE

size: 36" length
painted: 8 colors

People were thirsty in 1890 — just as they are now. Utexiqual’s new
BEER WAGON brings back the memory of the eight horse teams, the
HARRIED DRIVER and beer barrels stacked precariously. You’ll need a
large space for this one — but it couldn’t be put to better use.
Overland Circus
Band Wagon
Circa 1896
Length: 16 inches
Model UP701

Colors: Red, White,
Gold, Green
& Black

Overland Circus
Cage Wagon
Circa 1894
Length: 14 inches
Model UP702

Colors: White, Green,
Gold, Red & Black

Overland Circus
Calliope
Circa 1896
Length: 15 inches
Model UP703

Colors: Red, Gold,
Black & White

The Overland Circus Calliope, Band Wagon, and Cage with Bear are authentic reproductions from the manufacturer's Original patterns. Today Overland units made before the turn of the century are among the rarest of collector's items.
Police Chief's Buggy
Circa 1891
Length: 19 inches
Model UP602
Colors: Gold, Blue, Red, Black & Dapple Gray

Transfer Wagon
Circa 1896
Length: 21 inches
Model UP401
Colors: Yellow, Silver, Tan, Black & Dapple Grey

Hansom Cab
Circa 1896
Length: 16 inches
Model UP801
Colors: Black, Yellow, Gold, Green & Dapple Grey

All UTEXIQUAL units are available from stock in our foundry, Littlestown, Pennsylvania, and are shipped F.O.B. the foundry. Special glossies are available on all units for promotional purposes.
Another original designed by Frank Culp with a dapple gray horse and gaily dressed young lady in her Sunday best.

The Hack
Length: 14 inches
Model UP804
hand painted: 7 colors

A carriage let for hire, complete with hackney horse and interior figures of man and woman. Utexiqual's latest Culp addition.

Santa's Sleigh
Length: 16 inches
Model UP810
hand painted: 7 colors

A UTEXIQUAL Original with a brightly painted sleigh and a new Jolly Santa. A perfect piece for one's collection and as a centerpiece during the Christmas holidays.
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